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Space Colonization
XR-COL Mission

The main goal of our Mission XR-COL is to set up the necessary technologies
and the necessary Security that are needed at first for any coming Space Colonization.
The plasma tools we have got at GlycanSpaceXR are necessary for exploiting
the needed resources (consult XR-ETMR, XR-PRSE).
We also develop materials for analysis of soils and local atmospheres using
ICP-MS-GC-XRF-Magnetometers, Radars, technology of analysis that will be provided by
spacecrafts or shuttles.
It is necessary to have a board of geochemists, geophysicists, physicists and
astrophysicists, in order to analyze the risks associated with superficial or deep exploitation.
Techniques of Civil Engineering, Building Engineering, and Architecture,
specialized in Underground and Surface Construction will be adapted to Space Bases.
It will also be necessary to have Data Centers for the consequent information
processing and communications. This require the development of the consequent security
both on the hardware and on cybersecurity sides.
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We will have secure storage underground (big data of colonization activities,
QMachines) previously tested with nuclear bubble chambers for fast and heavy particles
that can damage the data.
The use of quantum computers and their storage will be necessary but also
greatly simplified without decoherence (especially in deep space, consult XR-QM Mission).
If ultimate danger on a colonized object we will have to provide the necessary
safety. For example by ejection and evacuation of DATA CENTERS (QMachines).
We can provide some useful protection with metal envelopes of Bi (Bismuth)
and alloys that are special interfaces that can convert radiations and Electromagnetic flows
into stored electricity. This could be used, for example, for plasma motor engines with an
associated MHD-MFD and/or EM drive.
DATA CENTERS with Quantum Computers, depending on the model and
features will be coupled with pure crystals Si memories (evolved) - Flow control rods, pure
carbon-doped silicon and Diamonds Ln+3, Y+3, Yb+3, Sc+3...
Special attention is introduced for Quantum Machines with fundamental
discussion of gF oscillator strength of precise natural elements(patent pending).
The underground DATA CENTER could be sent to an appropriate destination
if an event of imminent danger or could be coupled with a back-up from an orbital station
near the colony.
Measures of detection and actions against dangerous asteroids, cosmic and/or
solar radiation will be implemented. (see for example XR-SHIELD for NEO-LEO-DEEP
Space Plasma Shields Technology).
On the object ground, we prepare what will be the Humans and Robots
habitations as well as men and robots-new space suits. For example we develop
Electrostatic Machines, anti-dust-fixed-mobile and embedded(patent pending).
Thanks to the resources obtained (XR-ETMR and XR-PRSE) we will be able
to manufacture hemispheres under atmospheres capable of sheltering all or part of human
and robotic activities.
Accompanying astronauts and robots will have to work under some inert
atmosphere of Helium or Argon, in reserved hemispheres. The presence of oxygen or
nitrogen and cosmic radiation can create free radicals that can damage sensitive circuits.
Bio-metric, biological and mechanical, electronic Medical devices will be delivered to the
astronauts and explorers to protect them from cosmic and solar radiations.*
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The hemispheres reserved for men may include a double layer (10 cm Ozone thin
layer) and composed of type doped polymers "quantum effect in some matrix " that can
absorb and immediately transform harmful radiation in electrical or magnetic fields
(electrodes of selective reactivity MHD).
It will also be needed to develop the agronomic engineering, protein synthesis
and pre-biotic synthesis.
All this will be coupled with the necessary security measures to keep strategic
resources safe. This includes the protection of nuclear sources. (Weapons and similar are not
part of our study).

LARGE STRUCTURES ON SOLAR SYSTEM OBJECTS
(similar to XR-SPACI)
We consider this mission as fundamental because it will constitute the future
base of studies and experiments for the installation of colonies in the solar system or even
beyond.
First of all it is essential to create robotic and human training laboratories in
order to respond to situations of extraterrestrial explorations which will represent one of the
greatest challenges for human beings.
The minerals most resembling land ores will be studied with the use of new
machines evolving in controlled atmospheres or in micro-gravity conditions.
Without the acquisition of this future extraterrestrial engineering, learned on
Earth, it will not be possible to envisage an efficient mixed installation (robots and man) on
the objects of the solar system and thus to create colonies.
The plan of the job is complex, it consists in the creation of a new physics
and chemistry (engineering) on the object to be colonized.
We have to be able to extract raw materials, minerals, water, rare gases and
others.
We have got the technology for refining the minerals and obtaining natural
elements and metals of different grades of purity (99.5 % to pure or ultra-pure grade) as on
earth (PERT plasma technologies). Then we will need to construct the electrolytic and
plasma tools chains, and continuously melting (patent pending) of the ores on the spot,
including regoliths, and mostly Silicates, Iron, Ca, Mg. and others.
This process will be comparable to the land-based steel industry.
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Metal lattices (Fe) or specialized alloys doped with other natural elements
will be deposited in the parallelepiped or hemispherical crucibles at a distance of 3 cm from
the bottom of the crucible- Then the molten liquids (coming from the PERT stationary
plasma tools) will coat the trellis or meshes (BEE geometric).
The final product will be stored underground in the absence of high
temperature variations which alter and weaken the crystalline meshes of the alloys and
reduce the multiple quality and competence of these materials intended for use on the
exploited soil or to for Stations and / or Spacecrafts.
The product will be stabilized from a few days to 30 days.
The quality of the finished materials will be tested according to the future
applications on ground or in orbit(orbital station) or for a spacecraft.
These structures may also constitute the coatings and envelopes of
equipment on site or of future orbital assembling stations and other structures.
The refined materials will be brought from the ground to the future
assembly stations by means of plasma motors, the main fuel of which will be the hydrogen
obtained from the water extracted from the colonized soils.
Two metal trellis output terminals will be visible and adaptable to other
functions (not disclosed). The 4 lifting rings of each plate or other selected geometries will
transport manufacture pieces in their places of storage and assembly.
By means of lenticular structures (HELIOTORR) 30 m to 100 meters
containing Helium or possibly Hydrogen (this last, in the case that the atmosphere of the
colonized object does not contain oxygen or/and important electrostatic perturbations).
The rare gases He will be obtained using the PERT- plasma tools machines.
These structures can have the appearance of assemblies (MECANO) with
guides and easy-mounting, with locking pins and lifting rings at the four corners of the
plate.
Each plate of 1 meter in length or more 3 meters will be nested with the
previous one and stored.
It should be noticed that for colonized objects not having large atmospheric
disturbances (above 150 km / h), the movement and missions with HELIOTORR gears will
be easy.
Propulsion of HELIOTORR gear will be provided by fuel cells and plasma
engines.
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Hydrogen will be obtained in electrolysis stations from the water obtained
from the cracking and thermolysis of certain water-rich minerals, in the case that the water
does not exist naturally on the colonized soils.
These first materials being immediately found on the ground.
The objects colonized will allow the manufacture of panels, tubes, spheres,
hemispheres, making it possible to construct houses for robots and humans and to protect
mineral processing machines and drilling and excavation. New drilling, excavating and
grinding tools will be developed, in particular a digging station, which will be the
centerpiece of the mining facility, which can be robotized after periods of continuous
testing.
These two (or more) stations should be able to process tons of ores per hour
and produce 4 to 7 mesh plates per hour, or 15 tons per day, including automatic
maintenance.
A station would be reserved for the rapid replacement of a stopped station
for damage or maintenance.
New Portable XRF and portable Plasma Tools and Radars will be made
available to explorers in order to test rapidly the soil and to measure especially the melting
temperatures and to deposit markers of geodesic landmarks.
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